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however, as it turns out the performance hit is actually completely negligible. in the case
of the 1440p resolution, the plain game runs at a consistent 71 fps while the use of a by-
passed crack causes the minimum fps to drop to 57. this is an average of 15 frames per
second of animation. therefore when it comes to the game running smoothly we can say
this is an entirely clean release. denuvo is not a perfect tool, but at least so far it has not
put its players at any real risk, and for such a well established game title is a blessing. as
for the game itself, my personal recommendation is that you download the cracked game

and enjoy it for the full experience, but if you’re looking for a full assassin’s creed
experience, you can also download a legit version of the game here. but the impact went
beyond the superficial, at least with me. it made me realize that a lot of what is designed

to seem gender-neutral actually does not: the default female character, aveline, has
pretty much the same a section of dialogue in assassin's creed ii and the hitman 2. for
example, the first half of the tutorial of hitman 2 is the same, and the middle is more or

less an exact copy, including avelines obscenely over-enthralled reaction to the
camcorder. the reason it bugs me so much is that when i was younger, i loved games with

female characters in them -- from oddworld onward. then, all of a sudden, female
characters got the short shrift. and the more removed the medium became from sex, the
more it became all about them being sexy instead of being just any kind of person. which

is why the two boring assassin's creed games, among a bunch of others, are named
assassin's creed: the abduction and assassin's creed: the escape.
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